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Introduction
The health and future of our planet is in dire straits. In 2019, United Nations General
Assembly President María Fernanda Espinosa Garcés (Ecuador) warned during a high-level
meeting that there were only 11 years to take action and avoid climate catastrophe (UN 2019).
The knowledge that we are running out of time and the sporadic feelings of impending doom
have made this a very important and serious issue for me. They have informed my feelings of
obligation to do what I can in the hopes of averting disaster. Deciding where and how to devote
my time and energy has been a significant process because I ultimately want to feel like what I
am doing with my life is making some sort of positive impact on the planet.
Whether governments, research scientists, or non-government organizations are the
places that make the greatest impact is debatable and possibly inconsequential. After all, it is
not a competition. Environmentalists at all levels are working together towards a common goal
and no one government or researcher or organization can do it alone. Unfortunately for us, the
problem is neither a small nor simple one and as a result, actors at every level have unique
challenges to face. The nature and complexity of these challenges can often determine how
much progress can be made and how fast it can be enacted. Trying to gain experience with and
understand challenges faces when trying to save our planet is of the utmost importance to me
as someone preparing for a life of (attempted) problem solving.
I have been fortunate enough to have the opportunity to gain experience with
governments and NGOs, in addition to doing on the ground ecological field research. These
experiences revealed the difficulties of impactful conservation work. Each exposure to the
world of conservation showed me that it is not just fossil fuel corporations and climate change
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deniers making conservation difficult. Interning with the Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS)
showed me how difficult it can be to collaborate with large, multinational groups of scientists
and how governments can be less than ideal cooperators. Working on a large-scale project that
spanned many years, countries, and data sets showed me the trials of working simultaneously
with governments, researchers, and citizens. My subsequent experience with the city of
Alameda, California was a great example of how, even at the smallest level of government, red
tape and bureaucracy can slow down project development and implementation as well as
narrow project foci. Every step on the path to effective conservation work has some sort of
obstacle or obstacles. Whether it be governmental, financial, or even due to personal views and
differences, the roadblocks to any environmentalist are numerous. This realization made it all
the more important to me to find the space where I could make the greatest impact.
Again, the efforts to save our planet and conserve its biodiversity and natural areas are
not a competition. There are a seemingly infinite number of challenges that make this work
difficult no matter how you approach it. Based on my experience, however, I will use this thesis
to argue that, despite the lack of enforcement ability like that afforded to governments and the
lack of funding like that of large research institutions, conservation NGOs undertake and
complete the most effective and impactful work. Their ability to collaborate with practitioners,
researchers, and decision-makers across all levels makes them uniquely suited to succeed
where governments may not and the international, solutions-based projects can be more
impactful than the majority of stand-alone scientific studies. Of all the large organizations and
actors fighting for the future of our planet, NGOs are where I believe the most consistent and
significant impacts are being made, despite all the challenges they face in doing their work. I
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will start by describing the urgency of our current environmental crisis and outlining the
numerous, significant, at times frustrating obstacles that these organizations face. I will then,
through a combination of research and interviews with practitioners, detail how people
working in the environmental non-profit sector navigate these challenges to still do meaningful
work. Finally, I will discuss how individuals and groups can make a positive impact from
wherever they are and why, in the face of unprecedented climate change and biodiversity loss,
it is important to take a critical look at our existing political and economic systems.
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Chapter 1: Background/The Problem
1.1: Anthropogenic Climate Change and Our Current Biodiversity Crisis
Over the past 150 years, human society has experienced substantial population growth
and industrial development. Widespread growth and development have improved quality of life
and economic activity across the globe. However, other, less desirable results of such rapid
expansion have been the emergence of anthropogenic climate change and habitat destruction.
The anthropogenic increase in global temperature has also hurt plants and animals around the
world. Rising sea surface temperatures have led to the bleaching and death of many corals in
reefs worldwide. Terrestrial warming has caused the ranges of some species to be decreased
significantly or even to disappear (Ceballos 2020). Heatwaves have also likely increased in many
regions around the world. Habitats across the world have been degraded or completely
destroyed due to human activities such as forestry, agriculture, and urbanization. All of these
factors combine to place us in what many scientists have called the sixth mass extinction
(Ceballos 2020).
Changes in climate and habitat have put many species at an increased risk of extinction.
The optimal conditions for the growth and reproduction for many species has been disrupted or
shifted due to humans. These disruptions have led to more extinctions over such a short period
of time than has been seen previously. Studies have found that the rate of extinction over the
last century has been up to 100 times faster? higher than historic background rates for
vertebrate taxa. Put another way, the number of vertebrate species that have gone extinct in
the past century would have taken between 800 and 10,000 years to disappear naturally
(Figure 1) (Ceballos et al. 2015).
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Figure 1, From Ceballos et al. 2015: Number of years that would have been required for the
observed vertebrate species extinctions in the last 114 years to occur under historical
background rates.
The trend is similar for plants. Plants are experiencing extinctions at a rate close to 500
times higher than the historic background (Ceballos 2015). Extinctions are increasing as climate
change worsens without significant political action. For the protection of our planet and all that
inhabits it, defending against extinctions is critical.
Even amid such unprecedented biodiversity loss, environmental destruction continues
in many parts of the world. Be it increased urbanization and sprawl or harvesting old growth
forests to plant monoculture plantations, economic development is often seen to be at odds
with environmental conservation, leading to a myriad of deleterious ecosystem impacts. In just
the past 50 years, countries such as the United States and Brazil have destroyed hundreds of
thousands of hectares of native habitat, replacing them with large-scale agriculture and
sprawling urban centers. This has all been done in the name of economic growth and monetary
gain, but this view is flawed. For example, Costa Rica has shown steady economic growth over
the last 25 years, which has resulted in the lowest poverty rate in Latin America and the
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Caribbean. (World Bank, 2020). In this same time period, Costa Rica has also become the only
tropical country to reverse deforestation (Figure 2).

Figure 2, from Murshed 2019: Maps of forest cover over time in Costa Rica.
Costa Rica has capitalized on its extremely diverse assemblages of flora and fauna, using
ecotourism revenue to simultaneously protect biodiversity and grow their economy. They have
set a fantastic example to the world of how environmental conservation and economic growth
do not need to be ideals at odds with each other but can work in concert to improve the lives of
all organisms (World Bank 2020).
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1.2: Obstacles to Conservation Across Borders: Incongruent Policies
Though Costa Rica has found a way to grow their economy and protect their bountiful
nature, there are still many obstacles to effective conservation on scales from national to
global. Namely, incongruent national conservation policies, geopolitical tensions, and scientific
norms surrounding the sharing of data create difficulties for conservation actors trying to do
impactful work. In addition to these issues on the human side of conservation, non-human
animals obviously do not recognize nor adhere to human borders. There are international
organizations and agreements such as the International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) and the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) that evaluate
and monitor the status of Earth’s organisms, but these have no enforcement arm, they exist
purely to monitor status and inform governments. The responsibility of protecting species
usually falls to individual countries, with few countries being parts of multinational coalitions
(for example, the European Union). Without a transnational enforcement body and
international congruence in policy, conservation of species with ranges spanning multiple
countries becomes all-the-more difficult.
Grizzly Bears exist throughout the northwest of the North American continent and can
have ranges of up to 500 square miles. However, if a grizzly were to wander from Montana
across the US-Canada border into Alberta, Canada, it would lose the protection it has under the
United States’ Endangered Species Act, which has been instrumental in the recovery of
continental United States grizzly populations (NPS 2020). Grizzly populations in some areas of
Canada, namely British Columbia, are thriving, leading to the species not having the same level
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of protection as their southern neighbors. However, due to increases in human development,
grizzly bear populations in the province of Alberta have seen harmful reductions in population
size. This disconnection in policy has the potential to be dangerous for Alberta’s grizzly
population, which has seen drops in population in the early 21st century (Orr 2017). Since the
protection of grizzlies in Yellowstone Park in 1975 when their population size dipped to 136
individuals, the recovery of the world’s largest terrestrial predators has been remarkable. The
estimated population of grizzly bear individuals in Yellowstone is now up to 728 (NPS 2020)
(Figure 3). This is slightly larger than the estimated population of grizzlies in neighboring Alberta
(690-700 individuals), despite Alberta being nearly 74 times larger in terms of habitat area(AWA
2019).

Figure 3, from White et al. 2017: Population size (black dashed line) and effective population
size (solid green line) of grizzly bears in Yellowstone National Park, USA from 1985 to early 21 st
century.
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In contrast to the disconnection between conservation policies across the US-Canada
border, some countries work together to conserve species with large ranges. The Caribbean
coasts of Costa Rica, Panama, and Nicaragua encompass important habitat for numerous sea
turtle species. In recognition of their shared responsibility to protect our planet, all three of
these countries have signed The Inter-American Convention for the Protection and
Conservation of Sea Turtles (IAC) as well as The Central American Convention on Biodiversity
(CCBD). These conventions provide uniform and increased protections for sea turtles across
these three important locations, as well as sustainable management of the natural resources
the comprise sea turtle habitat (Ankersen et al. 2015). By collaborating, Central American
countries have taken steps to bolster protection important sea turtle hatching habitat across
their borders. Though the complete effects of this political collaboration remain to be seen,
there are promising signs. Towards the end of the 20th century, green sea turtles were trending
toward extinction in the Caribbean. While they are still endangered, there has been a
remarkable rebound in green turtle population and nest sightings at important sites in Costa
Rica (Nat Geo, 2019). Political collaboration between neighboring countries has given not only
hope to conservation efforts, but also concrete, positive results that set an example for the rest
of the world.
1.3: Obstacles to Conservation Across Borders: Geopolitical Tensions
Though incongruent conservation policies are certainly a hurdle to effective
conservation work, geopolitical tensions between neighboring nations can be even more
difficult to navigate and harmful towards nature. When two nations refuse to work together
because of mutual dislike, hostile, or are at war, effective conservation work across borders
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becomes nearly impossible. In 1947, Pakistan became an independent state through the
Partition of India, killing and displacing millions of people and increasing tensions in an area
already rife with disputes. The Partition of India also had horrible impacts on wildlife in and
around the Indian subcontinent. The range and population size of the endangered Kashmir
markhor (Capra falconeri falconeri) in India have contracted by 60 percent since the partition
(Ellison 2014). The IUCN estimates there are 5,754 adult Markhor individuals left in the
Himalayas and Afghanistan, India, Pakistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan (Verchot &
Marwah 2019). Despite what would seem to be a dire situation for the Pakistan’s national
animal, India and Pakistan refuse to work together to conserve this species that traverses their
shared border.
The refusal to work together based on ideologic principle or nation-state tensions spells
danger for many organisms. When this is compounded by physical actions such as India’s
building of a 340km fence along the Pakistani border, it will place even greater stress on plant
and animal populations, much like the border wall that Presidents from George W. Bush to
Donald Trump have funded and built between the United States and México. Short-term and
long-term consequences of a border wall on wildlife include increased wildlife mortality,
disrupted wildlife migrations, reduced wildlife populations and altered waterflows (Clark n.d.).
Physical manifestation of political tensions only exacerbates the already concerning effects of
these cross-border tensions. Countries not being able to peacefully coexist not only impacts
their own people, but also the natural wonders that exist (and have existed for millennia)
within their borders.
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The case of the Kashmir markhor is sadly not an isolated incident. The Eritrean Gazelle
(Eudorcas tilonura) all but disappeared from Eritrea following decades of war and war-like
tensions with neighboring Ethiopia. The aptly named gazelle species has only just been seen
again in Eritrea in the past couple of years as the two countries have reached a peace
agreement (Steff 2019). Geopolitical tensions and armed conflicts place natural areas in danger
around the globe. One 2009 study found that:
“Over 90% of major armed conflicts from 1950-2000 occurred within countries
containing biodiversity hotspots (Figure 4). More than 80% took place directly within
hotspot areas, with less than one‐third of recognized hotspots escaping significant
conflict during this period. Most suffered repeated episodes of violence” (Hanson et al.
2009)

Figure 4, from Hanson et al. 2009: Map of the world’s biodiversity hotspots (numbered and
colored darker grey) and the all armed conflicts with 1000 or more deaths 1950-2000 (points).
Even without all-out war, small but frequent disputes (like the dispute between India
and Pakistan over Kashmir) wreak havoc on wildlife populations and their abilities to recover
from further disturbances. Frequency of conflict- not intensity- is the single most important
factor surrounding wars and wildlife populations (Daskin & Pringle 2018). Rapid interventions
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and sustained conservation efforts in conflict areas may help to save at-risk populations and
species (Daskin & Pringle 2018), but those can be extremely difficult to plan and implement due
to predictable political tensions and the physical danger of the work. Violent hostility between
countries or groups not only impacts their people and social systems, but also ecosystems and
wildlife. It makes protecting these areas and species extremely difficult and at times dangerous.
1.4 Obstacles to Conservation Across Borders: Data Sharing Norms
Even when seemingly miraculous collaborations between countries occurs, data sharing
traditions in ecology, selfishness and stubbornness of individuals, and lack of uniformity in data
standards can often hinder conservation efforts worldwide. Other scientific disciplines, such as
genomics and molecular evolution, have had swift advancement in the recent past thanks in
large part to widespread data sharing. However, in ecology and conservation, individual
scientists are often unwilling to share data generated from their work because of the
competitive pressures to produce unique academic work rather than impactful conservation
practices. Ecologists are often hesitant to share data because of (i) researchers desire to use
their data for subsequent work without competition; and (ii) they believe that there are
logistical barriers to data sharing (Parr & Cummings 2005). Both of these misgivings have some
degree of merit to them but are ultimately rooted in the unwillingness of some to make an
effort to change and improve the field’s attitude towards data sharing (Wolkovich et al. 2012).
In 2003, the University of Rochester created a digital repository designed to keep and
share everything from dissertations to photographs to music scores. The creation of this digital
archive cost the university $200,000 and yet six years after its creation it remained largely
unfilled (Nelson 2009). Fields such as oceanography and climate science have robust, open
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access databases, an area where wildlife conservation is lacking. There are a number of data
repositories suitable for ecological data as recommended by the British Ecological Society
(Figure 5). Of the nine recommended databases, three are focused on genetics and phylogeny,
leaving six options for ecologists not studying genetics or evolution. Comparing this to a field
with more robust data sharing traditions paints a picture of how few options exists for
ecologists. The field of oceanography has 14 data repositories with dozens of countries acting
as partners/contributors (Couto Corrêa & Abadal, 2017). The stark difference in data sharing is
just another factor adding to the difficulty in doing effective ecology research and conservation
work transnationally.

Figure 5, from British Ecological Society; List of recommended data repositories for ecological research.
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There are many factors that are pointed to as a way of explaining (or shifting blame) the
lack of a large data repository for wildlife biologists. At a larger scale, the infrastructure
supporting the writing, publishing, and dissemination of ecological research is lacking when it
comes to data sharing. First, many countries assert the rights to any data generated within their
borders. This means that if research is done in Indonesia, the Indonesian government decides
who can see the resulting data and what it can be used for. Sweden is considered one of the
world’s leaders in data-sharing practices with its own archive that helps to house data from
smaller, independent studies whose results would likely never make it to a larger international
repository. Nevertheless, many Swedish researchers still fail to archive their data or put it into a
format that is easily accessible. Some say the blame falls not on the individual scientists, but
with the agencies responsible for funding the research. Research councils in Sweden have not
yet adopted the practice of granting funds with the condition that any data generated from the
project be sent to the data repository. Funding streams for data repositories also plays a role in
what data can or cannot be accepted. This means that, for example, a repository can accept
glacial data from a program (or institution or researcher) that is has money for but would be
forced to turn away other glacial data from another institution purely because of funding
reasons (Nelson 2009).
There are scenarios in which withholding data is warranted. Ecological research done on
endangered species or species that are vulnerable to poaching should have strict data
restriction for the protection of the species. Nevertheless, this is not a valid excuse for the lack
of data sharing in ecology and conservation. Not all species are threatened by poaching, but
many of the world’s species can be found in more than one country or jurisdiction. For this
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large percentage of our planet’s biota, data sharing would be of great benefit. The United
States and Mexico have the second and fifth most endangered species within their borders,
respectively (Platt 2013). These rankings do not take into account land area or biodiversity of
each country, nor do they delineate species that call both countries home. However, with two
neighboring countries having some of the largest numbers of endangered species, it is easy to
imagine that sharing of data between the United States and Mexico would incur some kind of
conservation benefit.
Data standards set by funding entities are also not uniform, adding challenges of data
sharing. While other disciplines, like genetics, have easily set uniform standards (sequencing
one genome is similar to sequencing another one, so standards are easy to make), common
standards are much less obvious in ecology. Because of the difficulty in establishing common
standards, each funding organization, journal, or university can and has established its own
rules for formatting of data. This trend of asymmetry in data formats and submission standards
makes it difficult for collaboration between ecologists and conservationists that work in
different countries, or even for different organizations. When interning for WCS, I helped on a
collaborative project with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). During this time,
I saw firsthand how something as small as inconsistent ways of noting the date of an
observation can cause headaches down the line when trying to analyze data and apply findings
to actual conservation work.
It is not only data storing and sharing infrastructure that causes difficulties in
collaboration. The practices of individual scientists also contribute to this widespread problem.
Researchers tend to create their own formats for a) ease of analysis for themselves as well as b)
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the belief that they (the scientists) know best how users want the data to be formatted. Many
researchers seem to believe that they are smarter than others and have figured out the best
way to format and store data (Nelson 2009). This practice has led to a “chicken or the egg”
phenomenon surrounding data sharing in ecology. Individual researchers and teams take issue
with the lack of infrastructure provided by governments and other funding agencies. Funders
blame researchers for keeping data in scores of different formats. Proponents of increased data
sharing point to the culture of scientific research as the thing that needs changing. Currently,
publications in peer-reviewed journals are the primary benefit for researchers and product
from scientific research (Nelson 2009). Until equal value is placed on data, there will not be
adequate sharing and collaboration in conservation. The greater scientific community must
value data and the potential it has for impactful work as much as the clout and prestige gained
from publications if there are to be improvements in data sharing norms.
At all levels, from national governments to individual researchers, there are obstacles
faced by those trying to conserve the Earth’s biodiversity. Non-government organizations are in
a relatively unique position where they have to interact with actors from all of these levels and
navigate the roadblocks that come with them. In the coming chapters, I will detail how
conservation focused NGOs can fulfill their missions despite these challenges, present examples
of successful conservation work across borders, and describe how organizations and individuals
alike can look critically at existing systems to protect all life on our planet.
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Chapter 2: How NGOs Navigate Obstacles, from the NGO Perspective
To engage with people working for conservation NGOs, as well as learn more about how
NGOs deal with the myriad obstacles and challenges that confront them, I interviewed Kim
Fisher and Dr. Eric Sanderson about their experiences as career conservationists. Dr. Eric W.
Sanderson is a Senior Conservation Ecologist at the Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS), and
the author of the best-selling book Mannahatta: A Natural History of New York City (2009). Kim
Fisher is a Spatial Analyst and Developer at the Wildlife Conservation Society, who creates
spatial analyses, applications, data visualizations, and scripts for projects that aim to make a
better world. He is also a cofounder of Square Water, a New York-based design studio
specializing in services for educational, cultural and environmental organizations. Following the
themes detailed in the last chapter, I spoke with Sanderson and Fisher about two areas of
challenge for NGOs; difficulties of doing multinational work and the frustrations faced due to
data sharing norms in conservation. They provided increased context about the nature of these
problems, as well as how organizations go about addressing them with hopes of still having an
impact.
2.1. Difficulties and Solutions in Doing Multinational Work
Being non-governmental in nature imparts many difficulties as well as opportunities for
conservation NGOs. To properly understand the dynamics at play, Sanderson says that it makes
sense to think about the three big organizational structures that define conservation activism—
governments, for-profit businesses, and NGOs—and their respective powers. Governments have
concrete jurisdictions and many powers, all of which have specific geographies. The “funding
model” of governments is taxation, though the levels of taxation (and hence funding) different
countries have is influenced by a variety of factors. In contrast to governments, businesses can
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work across many geographies, but they have to make money by selling a product or a service,
meaning they will only engage in activities/markets that they believe are profitable. As a result,
sectors where there is little to no profit to be made become the domain of NGOs. Fisher adds that
governments could theoretically do the things NGOs do, but they often cannot or choose not to
due to political ideology or economic pressures or a multitude of other factors that arise from the
complicated nature of governance. Because of this, lots of NGO work is supplementing
government efforts and shortfalls in sustainability minded policy efforts.
Because NGOs do not have access to tax revenue and are operating in sectors that are not
profitable, there are three main ways of funding conservation work. Wealthy individuals,
wealthy foundations, and the government make up three large funding sources for NGOs.
Sanderson noted that a drawback of working in the NGO world is dependency on wealthy people
who often support and embody fundamental inequalities in the economic system. By obtaining
funding from wealthy individuals and foundations, NGOs give them a lot of power and influence
in how conservation happens, where, and for what ends. However, getting government funding is
an exorbitant amount of work. Where $100,000 of funding from a rich individual could come
from a lunch meeting, this same amount of money from a foundation requires on average a fivepage proposal (Sanderson). When applying for government funding, a grant application for the
same amount can require a 15-page proposal that takes months to prepare, all for a funding
opportunity with a 6-8 percent acceptance rate. Many organizations are already stretched so thin
that this process may not even be worth starting, making getting the capital to do projects hard
outside of government.
To supplement shortfalls in funding, NGOs often have to appeal to peoples’ better
natures to make progress. Fundamentally, Sanderson and Fisher note, most problems are due to
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poor governance and an economic model that incentivizes the depletion of natural resources by
allowing people to profit off the exploitation of nature. After all, it is easy to make a profit when
you do not have to pay nature for what it gives you. Due to NGOs’ inherent lack of power and
access to funds, Fisher argues that they are getting things done for the right reasons. Instead of
motivating people with large sums of money (like some corporations) or the fear of political
punishment, doing work that helps the planet is what motivates NGOs and their community
partners, which can lead to more effective conservation in perpetuity.
Fisher and Sanderson stress the importance of long-term continuity of working in a
certain country. Connections with deep roots and longevity empower local stakeholders so that
changes in government can be mitigated by on the ground connections and programs over long
periods of time. For instance, in 2013 former Bolivian President Evo Morales kicked the United
States Agency for International Development (USAID) out of Bolivia. This decision spurred
unease in the conservation community, because many US-based conservation programs
operating in Bolivia, including a WCS program, received funding from USAID. This decision by
Morales (which drew the ire of the United States State Department) could have spelled doom for
WCS efforts in Bolivia, but due to the connections WCS had with communities, other non-profit
organizations, as well as the long-term field data from their years spent working in the country.
Working with communities does not only allow NGOs continuity in their endeavors. Partnering
with community members can help improve conservation outcomes. Densities of wildlife and
livestock increased when the management of a wildlife management area in Tanzania was
changed to be more community based (Figure 6)..
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Figure 6, from Lee 2018: Period specific densities for differences in wildlife and livestock
numbers after management changes in the Burunge Wildlife Management Area, Tanzania
This management shift was partially implemented by the NGO Protected Area Management
Solutions (PAMS) Foundation, who worked with local communities in Tanzania to transform the
management practices. By pursuing conservation management in this collaborative manner, it
sets up the Burunge Wildlife Management Area for achievable conservation goals that can be
reached internally, providing a small safeguard against political and social tumult. Because of
their commitment to doing things for the right reasons and engaging with local communities,
NGOs are able to keep making progress and doing good work, even when a country’s
government views them less than favorably.

2.2. Navigating Data Sharing Norms in Conservation Science
According to Fisher, the value of data and the norms surrounding sharing it have a huge
impact on an organization’s ability to function. In the scientific and non-profit conservation
spaces, scientific papers are the primary professional currency. There are very strong incentives
to not share data because a person’s entire career can sometimes hinge on small amounts of data
that they worked very hard to generate and analyze, so it is rarely shared without a very good
reason or exchange for it. Individual scientists and small organizations do not have much else to
offer as leverage in trying to get things done when funding is especially tight, so the system is
not built for data to be shared. Data begets papers, papers build not only careers but also
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arguments for conservation action, resulting in a culture of stinginess and hoarding of data in the
conservation field (Fisher). Despite the seemingly inherent collectivist nature of environmental
conservation, there still exists a very individualistic paradigm within the field. While the
collective goal is protecting our planet, everyone is also working towards their personal goals,
trying to publish their papers, fund their organizations, and develop their own careers.
This obviously provides a number of obstacles to conservationists, but things are
changing, albeit a little bit slowly. Sanderson points to astronomy and molecular biology as
fields with potentially interesting models towards sharing data, and comments that
conservationists are starting to notice and adopt parts of those fields’ models to improve
dissemination of data in environmental fields. For example, since 1981 there has been an
astronomical database of objects discussed in peer reviewed literature with an accompanying
catalogue of raw data (Henneken 2015). Today, there are over 11 million celestial observations
indexed in the repository. Nothing of the sort existed in ecology until 2010, when several notable
journals (including Biotropica, Molecular Ecology, and American Naturalist) developed the
Joint Data Archiving Policy (JDAP) (Michener 2015). In the two years following the adoption
of JDAP, submission of data packages to four major ecology journals more than tripled (Evans
2016). Furthermore, people are starting to realize that more publicly available data means an
increased capacity to do modelling studies that help us further understand natural systems and
dynamics without doing intensive and time consuming field work. Many funding entities (such
as the National Science Foundation) are also starting to require researchers and organizations to
share data in order to be eligible for grants. So, progress is being made on this front, but slowly
due to the importance of having your own data for the ability to leverage relationships as well as
the viability of one’s career in conservation science. To accelerate this slow progress, WCS
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benefits much of the time from generating its own data. By allocating resources to field
scientists, WCS generates a lot of primary literature data, and because the research is essentially
done in-house, they sometimes get to avoid the arduous process of obtaining data rights from
governments and other organizations. Not having to engage in this procedure in turn allows them
to spend that time on other things, such as fundraising or policy advocacy. This is not the only
benefit to generating your own data, though. Part of collecting the data is forming relationships
with local communities and other organizations with similar missions. Conservation work is, at
its core, about persuasion. Persuasion in this sense is not just about the argument and the logic, it
is also about building trust and relationships with stakeholders that allow for persuasion to even
occur. The way WCS is trying to make an impact works because they own their own data, and
then also have the relationships with people on the ground that want to do the right thing. The
combination of scientific support and good relationships makes it easier to make a compelling
argument to the right people so that progress is made (Hazzah et al. 2020, Zhang et al. 2020).
The obvious, yet unfortunate reality is than NGOs cannot generate all the data needed to
do all of the work that needs to be done. Sub-Saharan Africa is one of the most biodiverse areas
of the planet and an extremely important area for conservation. Issues of funding, as well as
“ongoing conflicts and political instability in many biodiversity-rich countries” (Siddig 2019)
contribute to a lack of data and reports about African biodiversity trends are very limited (Siddig
2019). Much of this elusive data is held by governments, but the absence of support for
standardized, policy-driven monitoring programs by local governments can make this data hard
to find, obtain, and at times understand. How, then, do NGOs get cooperation and data from
governments and other actors. Unlike governments which have jurisdictions as well as
enforcement arms and powers, organizations cannot force anyone to do anything. What they can
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do is band together with other organizations and show a united front. This is good because it
gives no good excuse for stubborn entities to say no to conservation organizations. When the
expert organizations who care about tigers or elephants or any organism band together with a
common goal, it is hard for even the most stubborn entity to ignore their collective influence and
political will. That amount of political and scientific persuasion and pressure can be what turns
the tide in the fight to conserve biodiversity.
The next step in working jointly with governments is to make solutions or requests from
NGOs as easy as possible for outside actors. Fisher notes that when trying to convince a
powerful outside entity to do something, it helps to align your proposal with their internal
metrics and motivations so that it is easier for them to say yes. This requires relationships with
them that allow NGOs to know what matters to them; what are their institutional values? What
may they be thinking about the issue in question? Efforts to convince outside institutions are
most successful when incentives are aligned. If your request will make it easier for anyone to do
their job and do it in a way that scales up the whole system, it has a much higher chance of being
successful. Fisher gave the example that if you build a data management system that’s easier
than the existing structure, and that makes scientists, governments, or organizations look good to
their stakeholders, they will not refuse. The path to collaboration is rarely that streamlined or
simple, however, and often requires significant amounts of negotiation. Conservation is a field of
diverse stakeholders and practitioners, so it follows that compromise and negotiation play a large
role in attempts at collaboration, especially internationally.
The final component of working with occasionally uncooperative entities is just being
patient, according to Sanderson. For instance, Indonesia is currently going through problems
with NGOs. In late 2019, Indonesia’s environment ministry ended its forest conservation
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partnership with WWF, citing violations of their agreement as reason for termination (Jong
2020). This termination did not impact most of WWF’s ongoing projects in Indonesia but did put
an effective stop on WWF’s forest conservation work in Indonesia. This cancellation was
extremely unfortunate, but not entirely unique. Sanderson laments that countries sometimes try
to assert their own sovereignty and power by removing foreign influences, even if they are not
politically motivated. Patience, then, is key. Conservation NGOs do not have large amounts of
money to offer countries and have no jurisdiction anywhere, so they cannot do work if they are
hated by that country’s government. Being patient is an important skill for NGOs to do work that
is accepted and continued by local communities and supported by larger institutions.
2.3. How Impact is Made Despite Limitations
Though patience is important, organizations cannot afford to rest on their laurels and wait
for a red carpet to be rolled out for them to do their work. Neither can we. Time is running out,
and geopolitical issues should not be what prevents good work from getting done. Different
organizations all have different methods and models for doing the most with what they have to
make an impact. Fisher and Sanderson shared some examples of how large conservation NGOs
obtain and allocate their resources. WWF employs a membership model, sending out flyers and
advertisements to generate revenue, and then spending that money on conservation. This makes
it so that the majority of WWF’s funders are individuals (Figure 7) who care about conservation,
also affording WWF a base of supporters in legislative battles.
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Figure 7, © [2020] WWF (panda.org). Some rights reserved: Sources of revenue for WWFCanada in 2020
By contrast, the Nature Conservancy (TNC) started purely as a land conservancy, so its
model for conservation is buying or being gifted land, and then protecting it for conservation—
and handing off to agencies that will manage it. As it happens, the people who give gifts of large
land areas tend to be wealthy, giving TNC a shortcut to wealthy individuals and foundations that
could potentially fund future conservation efforts. WCS runs the zoos in New York City, but
does not actually make money from this endeavor. Its funding comes from a combination of
sources, including an original endowment from its founding in 1895. Many wealthy and
prominent New Yorkers, including Theodore Roosevelt and Andrew H. Green, were involved in
the founding, and money from them and their estates helps fund WCS to this day. Besides the
endowment, WCS runs off grant funding and donations, including contracts and grants from the
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US federal government as well as a hefty appropriation from the City of New York (over $70
million in 2020) (WCS 2020). Each organization has its own way of doing things because they
all independently strategize what will be most effective and compelling for donors, Sanderson
says. The unfortunate reality of conservation currently is that organizations must appeal most to
rich funders, and not to the communities that will be impacted by their work. As an example,
charismatic megafauna (such as lions, tigers, and bears—oh, my!) are frequently leveraged, not
because they are what local communities care most about, but because they are the animals that
bring in the most donations. Because WCS is very science focused, it often values and leverages
data to foster collaborations with other organizations and scientists and make a compelling,
empirically based case to governments. There are a variety of ways to make an impact now, but
something that all organizations (and conservationists) have in common is thinking about the
future.
According to Sanderson, thinking about the future and where the largest impact can be
made is something that organizations are constantly thinking about. He expressed that the
improvement in biodiversity recovery currently happening mostly in Europe and North America
will have good long-term impacts for the entire planet. He also indicates that potential for
progress depends on governments too. Of course, this is on a case by case basis, but countries
with more unity may have greater potential for conservation success. Stark political division and
individualism, such as that seen in the US, can result in gridlock that hampers conservation
efforts before they begin (Figure 8). Conversely, some authoritarian states have a huge potential
for progress. If taken in a vacuum, the ability of, for example, the Chinese government to pass
and implement policy on a large scale is such that if it focused on conservation policy an impact
could theoretically be made fairly quickly. This type of unilateral action probably would not
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provide the best outcomes however. As noted by Fisher, good conservation usually happens
when people take action for the right reasons. The actions of an authoritarian government rife
with human rights violations is probably not going to solve the climate crises alone, but there is a
point to be made that widespread unity is needed in order to address issues.

Figure 8, from League of Conservation Voters: How often US lawmakers vote for environmental
protection legislation by party affiliation (https://e360.yale.edu/)
The feasibility of one country unilaterally solving climate issues, even in a vacuum, is
questionable at best. In reality, the world is tightly interconnected; nothing occurs in a vacuum.
In the long run, Sanderson thinks investment into more science and good relationships with
governments and community members will yield the most progress. People and communities
being dedicated to a cause because of genuine passion and belief is a model for progress that
Fisher and Sanderson see as the way forward. This model needs to be coupled with more
incentives for valuing nature and bringing nature into business and government. Fisher contends
that if the money that fishing companies received for destroying coral reefs instead went towards
reef protection, our world would be a much better place. The money obviously exists, so if we
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channeled it into environmental protection rather than destruction and exploitation, we could
make great strides in a relatively short period. As climate change develops and becomes more
and more unavoidable, Fisher argues for an influx of resources to support passionate groups and
communities or conservationists (professional or not) in making change. Sanderson adds that
decreases in global poverty and increases in education will help almost immeasurably. The
model of investing in communities and relationships should to be scaled for adoption on larger
magnitudes, which requires more monetary and political resources to be allocated to
communities in need. Even with the current roadblocks, however, NGOs do a pretty good job of
employing this model to make an impact and not only conserve, but actively make conservation
happen.
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Chapter 3: Case Studies of NGO Conservation Success
With the knowledge and perspectives shared by Eric Sanderson and Kim Fisher, we now
have some insight into how conservation NGOs might deal with the challenges they face from
the point of view of practitioners. I believe that looking inside the process, obstacles, and
efforts in this way is imperative when analyzing and trying to understand how to be more
effective stewards of our planet. It would be irresponsible and reductive to only judge the
hurdles faced and subsequent efficacy achieved by conservation based on the perceived or
reported results.
For these reasons I thought it necessary to take a closer look into the organizations
themselves. Efficacy and results are also of the utmost importance when it comes to
conservation work, especially considering the lives, both human and non-human, that are
currently being lost and the even greater number at stake in the coming years. To that end, this
chapter will present examples of a couple of case studies that demonstrate NGOs, seemingly
against all odds, achieving favorable results from their efforts and contributing to the
protection of lands and biodiversity across the planet. I will present case studies from south,
southeast, and east Asia where tiger conservation efforts are focused, as well as from Latin
America where NGOs are aiding in the protection of sea turtles—earlier you indicate that this is
governmental action. I will also show how NGOs are helping to conserve lions in Kenya, which
has greater trophic implications for east African biodiversity. By the end of this chapter, you will
hopefully have increased knowledge of ways and places conservation NGOs work with
governments and community members and examples of how they are achieving their goals of
conserving, protecting, and restoring wild areas of the earth
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3.1. WCS, WWF, and PANTHERA: Working with Tigers Across Their Range
Occasionally, scientists and organizations will catch criticism for focusing too much
effort or too many resources in to studying and protecting charismatic megafauna and other
classically over-studied organisms. This scrutiny is generally accurate and well placed; there are
an estimated almost 9 million species of plants and animals that exist on the planet, but
humanity has only described 1.2 million of them (only 13% of our planets predicted
biodiversity). While it is extremely difficult to find and describe new species, data deficiency is
not equal across taxonomic groups. According to existing data as well as predicted species
numbers, many species are severely understudied, and some are incredibly over-studied
relative to each other. Looking at only animals, for instance, we know 99% of the bird species
that inhabit the planet, compared to 77% of insects and only 59% of the world’s corals and sea
anemones (Troudet et al. 2017). This trend in ecology is no secret, and it sometimes causes
organizations to not focus on less charismatic animals that are in greater need of resources.
Tigers (Panthera tigris) are extremely charismatic and iconic animals, but despite all of
the study that has been done on mammals (we know 88% of our planets mammalian species),
these big cats are in desperate need of drastic action. In the past century and a half, the range
of tigers has decreased by over 90% (Figure 9).
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Figure 9, from Wikramanayake & Shrestha 2014: Historic and Current Distribution of Tigers.
The loss of apex predators is well studied, and it is widely accepted that loss or sharp
reductions in the numbers of apex predators has deleterious effects on entire ecosystems and
organisms on all trophic levels (Steneck 2012, Morris & Letnic 2017) Thus, tiger conservation is
important for the tigers themselves, but also for the India’s Sundarbans, Indonesia’s mangrove
forests, and the tropical broadleaf forests of Thailand. Efforts to support and protect tiger
populations are not only hampered by extreme habitat loss, but…... Tensions between
neighboring states within tigers’ range make an already difficult undertaking all the more
arduous. Instances of border conflict, such as those between China and Tibet or Cambodia and
Thailand can make conservation not only onerous but also dangerous. Being embroiled in
conflict can shift the focus of governments away from conservation, making them harder to
reach for cooperative purposes and less likely to be on board with efforts.
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International politics do not only result in constraining red tape and bureaucratic
roadblocks to species and land conservation. Border conflicts and geopolitical tensions can put
researchers in very concrete, physical danger. When international disputes reach this level of
aggression, the ability of people to safely conduct conservation work is significantly hindered.
Active patrolling of protected areas and other habitats is one of the most important actions in
conservation work and is often one of the first things to disappear during times of conflict,
having a large and negative impact on animal conservation (Nuwer 2018). International support
also decreases when countries are engaged in war or other conflicts. Two significant
dimensions to conservation work are the labor intensity needed for field work and
emphasis/need for collaboration. These two pillars of impactful conservation work are
endangered by conflicts that have occurred over time across tigers’ range, putting them in
further danger.
Even when countries are at peace with one another, the way that data is stored can
provide yet another obstacle to NGOs. Some countries assert the rights to all data generated
within their borders and are not so infrequently unwilling to share data with outside or even
internal conservationists. Indonesia’s agrarian ministry holds data on oil palm plantations,
which are directly at odds with tiger conservation and are responsible for much of the habitat
tiger destruction not only in Indonesia but in much of Southeast Asia/the Mekong region. There
have been pushed by citizens, other governments, and NGOs (such as Forest Watch Indonesia)
to release these data to the public. The ministry has been unhelpful and uncompliant in the
past, even after the country’s Supreme Court ordered it to release the data in compliance with
a freedom of information ruling (Jong 2018). The ministry argued that it has a duty to generate
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revenue by releasing this type of data, but the absence of a mechanism for payment prevents it
from complying (Jong 2018). At every turn, it has taken multiple actors, interventions, and years
to get access to this and other data that is crucial for making the most comprehensive and
effectual decision.
The roadblocks to the ambitious project of protecting tiger habitat and populations are
numerous and not at all trivial in nature, so has WCS even been able to make an impact, and if
so, how have they done it? To address a multifaceted problem, WCS has employed a
multifaceted approach, putting copious amounts of effort into scientific research and political
collaboration to protect the apex predators of much of Asia. On the scientific side, WCS has
produced many tiger studies published in scientific journals, making sure that they have access
to most, if not all the available data. WCS scientists have been responsible for over 75 percent
of peer-reviewed tiger research. As Sanderson and Fisher mentioned, the easiest way to access
data is to generate it yourself, so much of the data sharing difficulty is avoided with WCS
scientists being responsible for so much of the existing tiger literature. Some tiger-range states
conduct a “tiger census” every few years (for example every four years in India), but
governments such as India’s do not grant scientists full access to the data (Nature 2019). WCS is
also partnering with NGOs Panthera and World Wildlife Fund (WWF) on aspects of the tiger
conservation program (WCS 2020). This collaboration not only increases the likelihood of access
to externally generated data, but also expands the network of advocates and lobbyists that can
leverage their position and influence to obtain data and apply it to feasible and effective
solutions.
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At the intersection of science and governmental relations, WCS works with and has
offices in 8 of the remaining 11 tiger range states in Asia. Despite being a United States-based
organization, the impact of having offices and established partnerships with so many of the
important countries involved in tiger conservation cannot be understated. It makes it much
easier to collaborate with local and federal levels of international governments when the
organization reaching out is already entrenched and accepted (Hugget et al. 2009, Sauer 2015).
Not only that, it can also make collaboration with countries that do not have a WCS office
easier. Though the organization does not have an office in Bhutan, the offices in India and
Bangladesh may be more readily accepted as collaborators and primary points of contact than
people in the New York headquarters. When also considering that WWF, a frequent
collaborator, has a Bhutan office, it strengthens the case that NGOs can make significant
impacts and progress in large, transnational projects, especially when collaboration with each
other.
Collaboration between the government of Thailand and WCS regarding Tiger
conservation has been remarkably successful and modeled how NGOs can work jointly with
national governments. WCS has been working in Thailand’s Huai Kha Khaeng Wildlife Sanctuary
(HKK) and the surrounding Western Forest Complex (WEFCOM) since 2004. Many believe this is
the single most important site for tiger recovery in the Indochinese region (the region
encompassing the Mekong as well as southeastern China) with over 18,000 square kilometers
of contiguous tiger habitat (WCS 2020). WCS provides equipment, financial, technical, and
operational support to rangers doing patrol missions in this region. As previously mentioned,
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patrolling is an integral part of conservation efforts, and WCS’s efforts to bolster patrols in HKK
have been very successful. Figure 10 shows increases in patrol coverage from 2006 to 2015.

Figure 10, Copyright 2015. Wildlife Conservation Society. All rights reserved : Change in
HKK patrol coverage 2006-2015

Patrol coverage increased 30 percent in this time period, which is no small feat. WCS
also works closely with the Thai government on the front of investment into tiger conservation.
When starting the HKK project, WCS agreed to an initial investment ratio of 1:6 WCS:
Government (meaning that if WCS invests $100,000 USD to conserve tigers, the Thai
government invests $600,000 USD) not following – spell out , which facilitates a high level of
influence and access to critical protected areas across Thailand. Furthermore, this along with
the high-level work WCS has been doing in Thailand, has prompted the government to increase
its own financial contribution. Between 2006 and 2015, the Thai government increased
investment into the management, salaries, and infrastructure of HKK by 75 percent (Figure 11).
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Figure 11, Copyright 2015. Wildlife Conservation Society. All rights reserved: Government
Budget for HKK by year.
The project of conserving tigers in Thailand has been going on since 2004, and visible
progress has been made in this time. While the numbers of patrols and budget for HKK are
good indicators of conservation success, the truth lies in the tiger numbers. Since WCS got
involved in 2004, wild tiger populations in HKK have increased by 50%. 2015 surveys estimated
60 individuals in the HKK, the single largest population in the Indochina region, with clear proof
that tigers have been dispersing out of HKK and recolonizing neighboring protected areas. Not
only is this remarkable for Thai tiger populations, but it also provides a model for endeavors in
other countries. The techniques WCS employed are now being replicated in neighboring
protected areas and could conceivably be applied to protected areas in other areas of mainland
southeast Asia.
The success achieved by WCS and the government of Thailand provides a framework for
collaboration between other NGOS and governments as well as protected area management
and investment for the restoration of endangered species. It also serves as an example of how
NGOs can leverage their influence on financial, political, and scientific fronts in a rather unique
way that can lead to favorable conservation outcomes. NGOs on their own will solve all the
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world’s biodiversity issues. Yet the unique positionality that NGOs possess allows them to fight
these battles on multiple fronts, which as seen in HKK, can lead to real success.
3.2. NGOs Protecting Sea Turtles in Latin/North America
Tigers are not the only species of charismatic megafauna that are in need of our help to
continue living on this planet, we shift our focus to sea turtles. Four iconic, charismatic, species
of sea turtle are represented on the Caribbean side of north America and both the Caribbean
and Pacific sides of central America. All four species are either vulnerable or endangered.
The Olive Ridley sea turtle (Lepidochelys olivacea) population has been nearly halved in the last
three generations. Green sea turtle (Chelonia mydas) numbers, are down by more than 60
percent in the last three generations, and the Hawksbill turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata) is
almost extinct, with 80% of its population being lost in the same time frame (Pelliccia 2018).
The largest of the three species, the Leatherback turtle (Dermochelys coriacea), has seen some
of the biggest declines. These reptiles that can grow to be up to 1,500 lbs (680kg) and 7ft (2.1m)
in length, and their population is now less than 3 percent of what it was three generations ago
(Pelliccia 2018). There are numerous threats to sea turtle numbers, but for the purposes of this
paper, the focus will be the development of beaches and coastal areas as well as humans
stealing unhatched turtle eggs for consumption and sale (Ayala 2009). These challenges are two
of the most dangerous for sea turtles and particularly hatchlings, but also areas where NGOs
are making progress in protecting turtle communities.
The development of coastal areas, including increases in human homes, stores, and
hotels along beaches is having large-scale, negative effects on turtle populations. Mature
female sea turtles haul out sometimes dozens of meters from the water in order to find a safe,
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dark place to lay their clutches of up to 200 eggs in the sand before returning to the sea. Upon
emerging from their eggs, sea turtle hatchlings use the light of the moon reflecting off the
ocean as a guide for their first venture into the water (Truscott et al. 2017). When beach areas
are built up with commercial real estate that is often active late at night, hatchlings can be
disoriented by the light pollution and can have a harder time making it to the sea, with some
hatchlings even going towards the artificial light and never making it to the ocean at all
(Truscott et al. 2017). This effect is exacerbated during new moons and other times when the
night is moonless. Perhaps worse than never making it to sea, on moonless nights sea turtle
hatchlings have been observed to make it from their nests to the ocean, only to be drawn back
out towards the shore due to the artificial light on or near the beach (Truscott et al. 2017).
When considering that naturally less than 1% of sea turtle hatchlings will reach adulthood, the
further addition of this obstacle has the potential to be devastating. Artificial light has the
potential to significantly accelerate extinctions of turtle species (Figure 12, from Brei et al.
2016). The time to extinction of three of the previously mentioned turtle species under
different nighttime illumination scenarios is significantly reduced when there is more artificial
light. If we are to conserve sea turtles, we must not only focus on fishing lines and plastic
straws, but also on the amount of artificial light present on or near their nesting sites.
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Figure 12, from Brei et al. 2016: Time to extinction (years) of populations of 1000 sea turtles
under different light pollution levels.
This obviously is a serious and situation for sea turtle populations, but it also carries
negative consequences for humans in these regions, particularly economically. Increases in
artificial beach lighting in the past two decades has resulted in the loss of around 1800 sea
turtles in the Caribbean, hurting the economies of some tropical countries. So how does this
impact humans?
For the tiny island of Guadeloupe, which accounts for less than 2% of endangered
Hawksbill turtle nesting sites, these losses have carried an estimated cost of $288 million USD
to date (Brei et al. 2016). This number comes from the estimated cost of raising sea turtles in
captivity in order to supplement natural populations. If light pollution continues in a similar
manner for future generations, the cost could rise to $2.8 billion for Guadeloupe alone, not to
mention other, larger countries with more turtles, more nesting sites, and more light pollution.
The burden of this economic loss is also very likely to be held by the most vulnerable,
marginalized communities in these respective countries, making the issue of turtle mortality
not only an ecological and economic issue, but one of social equity and justice as well.
However, NGOs are stepping in to help address this problem.
Eight years ago, the Florida Department of Environmental Protection and the Florida
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission hired NGO International Dark-Sky Association
(IDA) to analyze and identify coastal lighting that could threaten the nesting habitats of
endangered sea turtles. After many hours spent in the field, the scientists of IDA came up
with a series of recommendations for turtle-friendly lighting. These included pointing light
fixtures near beaches directly downwards and limiting the spectrum of light emitted (IDA
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n.d.). These recommendations were put into place in Florida, and the efforts of IDA and
other NGOs are paying off. A little over 20 years ago, there were just 455 green sea turtle
nests recorded in the Archie Carr National Wildlife Refuge on the Atlantic coast of Florida. In
2019, there were 12,026 nests counted (Winter 2019). This goes to show how the efforts of
NGOs in collaboration with governmental agencies can bring about changes in policies and
desired conservation outcomes. While increases in nests is not necessarily a proxy for
increases in turtle populations, it is certainly a fantastic start in the work needed to restore
sea turtle populations in the western Atlantic.
In addition to artificial light, turtles face dangers from many predators on the land and
in the sea. Besides sharks, gulls, and raccoons that will prey on sea turtle eggs and hatchlings,
humans also prey upon sea turtle young. Though illegal in almost all countries of their American
range, human poachers continue to scour tropical beaches and take turtle eggs for
consumption and sale. As one might wager, this is hurting sea turtle populations. Figure 13
shows the number of nesting turtle per season at Parque Nacional Marino Las Baulas over a
nearly 20-year time span.

Figure 13, from Tomilla et al. 2008: Number of nesting turtles per season at Parque Nacional
Marino Las Baulas, Costa Rica.
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Most of this decline in population has been attributed to fishing bycatch and egg poaching.
Oftentimes, the people who carry the burden of the negative ramifications surrounding egg
poaching are poor folks in central American beach communities. Take Nicaragua, by some
metrics one of the poorest countries in the western hemisphere. President Daniel Ortega, who
has been in power since 2006, has not been helpful recently in improving the lives of those who
are struggling. He has acted as an authoritarian, tightening his control of Nicaragua’s courts and
seizing electoral power. He has met protests with swift and violent action (Partlow 2018), and
the country’s GDP has been negative for the past 3 years. There is a long history of taking eggs
from beaches and either eating them as a delicacy or selling them in Nicaragua, and with
increasing political unrest and fewer employment opportunities, coastal communities are
returning to this practice. Though egg poachers (or hueveros) often go unpunished, they can
occasionally be fined large sums or jailed which can put strain on already struggling families
(Pelliccia 2018). Much like increases in artificial light, turtle poaching will only continue to harm
sea turtle populations. Moreover, even with lower intensities of egg poaching (90%, 75%, 50%,
and 25%) the total number of nesting turtles still falls to zero after a couple of centuries (Figure
14).
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Figure 14, from Tomilla et al. 2008: Modeled effect of different intensities of egg poaching
(90%, 75%, 50%, and 25%) on the total number of nesting turtles. Arrow shows when poaching
began.

The issue of turtle egg poaching is intensely complex and has no clear solution. Many
poachers are not poaching with malicious intent. Punishing people for trying to support their
families is not only wrong but may just drive them to other dangerous methods of making
money. At the same time, it is imperative that the poaching of sea turtle eggs be halted. In
order to address the issue, NGO Paso Pacífico has worked with community members in San
Juan del Sur, Nicaragua to protect turtle nesting sites. The organization established a
community ranger program, hiring and training community members who were formerly
hueveros to be rangers; now, they patrol the beaches protecting turtle nesting sites (Pelliccia
2018). According to Paso Pacífico, 90 percent of turtle nests are preserved on the beaches they
patrol, compared to 40 percent of nests on beaches patrolled by government rangers.
Furthermore, some of the community rangers have gone on to train hotel partners in sea turtle
nest protection, expanding the network of protected beaches and further engaging community
members in this critical conservation effort.
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The people of San Juan del Sur deserve immense credit for making the time and effort
to learn how they can support and protect their environment. Communities can act not only as
collaborators, but as long-term stewards of lands and resources, and by learning and investing
in their ecological community, the people of San Juan del Sur have the tools to protect their
environment for years to come. While the contributions of the community are essential to
protecting turtles, the ecological expertise and financial contributions of Paso Pacífico were
integral in providing the people of San Juan del Sur with the knowledge and agency to protect
their beaches. The ability of NGOs to engage directly with communities and equip them with
the ability and incentive to protect their own environment is something with positive impacts
that can be hard for governments or individual scientists to achieve. NGOs are able to engage
with communities because being non-government removes the fear of punishment and law
enforcement from the interaction. Paso Pacífico reaches its turtle conservation goals by
incentivizing community members to do good rather than scaring them with fear of carceral
punishment. Furthermore, because NGOs are not completely science oriented, they can
communicate with community members in a more accessible manner. Individual communities
are essential in the impetus and continuation of conservation projects. NGOs are well
positioned to do a good job of involving community members and increasing project efficacy in
the fight to protect endangered wildlife and habitats.

3.3 NGOs Working with Agricultural Communities to Conserve Large Predators
Large scale agriculture can introduce a myriad of stressors to a wide array of organisms.
Habitat destruction and fragmentation are often at the forefront of discussions surrounding the
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role of agriculture in conservation. While skeptics argue that conservation solutions are too
expensive to implement, this argument is generally untrue. Many estimates argue that effective
conservation of lands yields a monetary benefit to the global community of over a hundred
times the cost of implementation (Balmford et al. 2002). However, this large-scale cost saving
does not necessarily apply to rural, agricultural communities, especially in developing regions of
the world. In areas dependent on agriculture and ranching, environmental protection, and
specifically conservation of large predator species, is directly at odds with some people’s means
of supporting their families. A 2004 survey conducted in seven different Tanzanian villages
surrounding Serengeti National Park revealed that 67.4 percent of respondents owned
livestock, and more than a quarter of those households reported losses of their livestock to wild
predators during the previous 12 months. This loss equated to an average annual financial loss
of almost 20 percent of their cash income (Holmern et al. 2007). It is hard to be on the side of
environmental preservation when you are already struggling with poverty and saving animals
could mean personal and financial loss.
To protect their livelihoods, a common practice is to kill large predators either in
response to predation or preemptively to protect their livestock. Typically, these killings are
either through direct action or poisoning and results in significant amounts of predator
mortality all over the world. In the United States, the Department of Agriculture (USDA) was
responsible for the killings of 385 gray wolves, 284 mountain lions, and more than 68,000
coyotes in 2015 alone (Goldfarb 2016). This is all happening with little to no evidence that
killing predators helps farmers. Occurrences of livestock loss and subsequent predator killings,
like those documented in Tanzania, may point towards large predators as a detractor of rural
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economic development, but these instances are not the norm. On the contrary, there is
evidence that the presence of predators, especially large apex predators, can help farmers
avoid financial losses. In Bhutan, the presence of tigers has been seen to lessen the mean losses
of crops and livestock faced by farmers how so – needs more to make this case (Thinley et al.
2018) (Figure 15).

Figure 15, from Thinley et al. 2018: Observed differences in crop and livestock in villages with
and without tiger presence.
The presence of large predators does not seem that it would result in decreased crop
and livestock losses, but their impact as apex predators has impacts that cascade through
trophic levels. Larger predators tend to have large territories in the least disturbed habitat
areas. When they are occupying these territories, they displace mid-level predators (like
leopards) closer to boundaries of farms. These mid-level predators in turn predate on wild
animals that usually act as crop destroyers, such as wild boars and hogs. This phenomenon also
can be true for livestock; when mid-level predators are displaced by apex predators, they are
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often moved closer to cropland boundaries, where livestock abundance is lower (Thinley et al.
2018). This knowledge provides another angle towards advancing conservation goals in rural
farming communities. Arguing for the conservation of large predators because they are iconic is
not a persuasive argument to farmers who are losing crops, livestock, and income due to
predation. Data showing the benefits of large predators is an effective tool in advocating for the
protection of large predator species. Is this what happened? “could be” is a qualifier
Even with the existence of this scientific knowledge, not everyone has access to it or is
willing to accept it as ample reason to stop killing large predators. Local NGOs have been
helping connect communities with scientific knowledge and economic compensation for
preserving large apex species. In Kenya, the Maasai Wilderness Conservation Trust (MWCT) has
employed a compensation scheme, paying farmers money when they lose livestock to
predation as a way of avoiding human-predator conflict. The payments replace up to 70% of the
cost of the lost livestock and are funded by tourism revenue from neighboring national parks in
Kenya and Tanzania (Bauer et al. 2017). No compensation is paid for any predation incidents
that occur on farms with poor husbandry practices, incentivizing farmers to increase protection
and quality of care for their animals (MWCT, n.d.) Since the implementation of compensation,
lion (Panthera leo) killings have plummeted on the Kuku group ranch in Kenya (Figure 16).

Figure 16, from Bauer et al. 2017: Numbers of lion killings and poisonings from 2002-2013.
Shaded cells indicate when predation compensation was in use.
These payments aren’t only protecting lions, the apex predators of the region. The funds
also protect smaller predator species across biological families. Increases in lion protection has
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correlated to lower mortality for predators including the spotted hyena (Crocuta crocuta),
leopard (Panthera pardus), cheetah (Acinonyx jubatus), black-backed jackal (Canis mesomelas),
yellow baboon (Papio cynocephalus), and martial eagle (Polemaetus bellicosus). Furthermore,
not only does the compensation plan of MWCT save lives of endangered predators, it also
increases habitat connectivity in the Maasai region. Figure 17 shows the location of the Kuku
Group Ranch and the nearby national parks in Kenya and Tanzania.

Figure 17, from Bauer et al. 2017: The location of Kuku Group Ranch in Kenya, showing the
location of the neighboring National Parks (NP).
The reduction of predator killings in the group ranch effectively increases the amount of
protected area for large predators and by extension, other vulnerable species. By supporting
both habitat connectivity and population protection, MWCT and the people of Kuku Group
Ranch are supporting large scale ecological stability and restoration in east Africa. The way
MWCT has engaged with community members, not dominating them politically or trying to
force wester science down their throats but rather collaborating with them and trying to meet
their needs is model for successful bottom-up conservation. Much like the example of sea turtle
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protection in Nicaragua, investment and belief in a community pays considerable dividends.
This case study in how NGOs can support wildlife communities and conservation goals provides
a framework for bottom-up, needs-focused, and equitable conservation that in the words of
Maasai Wilderness Conservation Trust “creates harmony between wildlife and community.”

Chapter 4: Conclusions- The future of Conservation and What Can Be Done to Help
4.1. The Future of Conservation
What does the future of conservation look like and how do NGOs and people that are not
professional conservationists fit into this picture? To discuss this, I sat down with Bernie Tershy,
an Adjunct Professor in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology and Research Biologist in the
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Institute of Marine Sciences at the University of California Santa Cruz. Dr. Tershy also
cofounded two conservation NGOs: In 1994 he co-founded Island Conservation and its Mexican
equivalent Conservación de Islas, two science-based NGOs that protected over 460 insular
endemics from extinction and formed over 1,665,000ha of new marine and island protected
areas. He is also a cofounder of the Conservation Action Lab, which has published over 140
papers on the conservation and ecology of marine, island and endangered species, and trained 25
graduate students and post docs who now hold significant positions in conservation and
academia. Most recently, he helped start the Henry Arnhold Fellows Program, which finds
people with proven conservation solutions and helps them take those solutions to scale. Tershy’s
parents were active in the Catholic social justice movement as well as labor union organizing,
influencing his thoughts on conservation and the place of activism in the ecological field.
I began our conversation by asking Dr. Tershy how conservation organizations manage to
be successful and how they can continue to succeed and make an impact as our window of
opportunity to save our planet seemingly closes faster and faster every year. He started by saying
the factors limiting the efficacy of conservation organizations typically boils down to money,
capacity, and outside social conditions, such as who is president or who controls Congress. All
three of these factors need to be in an organization’s favor or the odds of success are greatly
reduced. Unlike the for-profit sector, NGO performance is not really aligned with income.
Having a huge impact does not necessarily mean bringing in a great deal of revenue, so
sometimes less impactful organizations have more money because they have more fundraising
capacity or funders. In the for-profit sector, the supposed relationship between
performance/quality of a product and funds drives improvement, but this phenomenon does not
exist in NGO sector. As a result, organizations have to be efficient to maintain their ability to do
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good work, without much money or capacity. Tershy says that outcomes, rather than salaries, are
what keep people motivated.
In a perfect world, efficiency is of the utmost importance but in reality, the existing
funding system has huge inefficiencies. Money does not always go to the most efficient
organization or solution, and for a solution to increase in scale and help the most people, it has to
be cheap enough for governments to even consider adoption and implementation. It then follows
that the biggest real limitation to conservation NGOs is securing the necessary funds to
underwrite their operations. Tershy notes that with the time and energy used to incrementally
increase efficiency, successful organizations spend more of that time to significantly increase
fundraising. This, in turn, gives them more agency and ability to do impactful work. Rather than
attempting to solve a problem with the newest bleeding edge, intricately efficient small-scale
solution, the most successful organizations often focus on a solution being good enough, then
getting the money to scale this solution up and increase its overall impact on local and global
communities.
Due to the lack of capital and an inefficient funding system, conservation NGOs must
choose carefully where to invest, a choice that may be critical for the fate of our planet. When I
asked Dr. Tershy about where he sees the most conservation progress being made in the next 510 years, he responded by stating that progress will be made in two spheres rather than
industries. The first sphere is that of the global economy and particularly the relationship
between rich and poor countries. When looking at the distribution of conservation externalities,
rich countries do most of the polluting whereas poor countries have most of the world’s habitat
loss and extinctions. In rich countries, conservation efforts are seeing increased success.
Singapore is in the process of building the world’s greenest city, and in the United States efforts
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to preserve biodiversity like the grizzly bear or the emblematic California Condor (Gymnogyps
californianus), which went extinct in the wild in 1987, have seen remarkable success (Figure
18).

Figure 18, from USFWS: California Condor Population Trends 2010-2016
While rich countries seem to be improving to various degrees, poor countries are losing
biodiversity and primary habitat, as actions like deforestation are higher in the tropics, which
tends to have poorer countries than the rest of the world. To make progress, Dr. Tershy argues
that first, rich countries need to take responsibility for and solve the climate and pollution
problems which they initiated? are the originators. Second, breaking down of barriers between
conservation, economic development, education and health, Dr. Tershy predicts, will result in
greater progress. progress will come. Many poor countries already do this, making use of limited
financial and human resources to integrate many disciplines and make conservation solutions
that work for everybody. This can be seen in the previous examples of NGOs providing job
trainings in addition to the conservation efforts they undertake. This style of conservation most
commonly seen in sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America, and south/southeast Asia has more
potential in Tershy’s eyes than the old-school, western method. While the western approach or
fencing off large areas of land for “protective purposes” does protect land, Tershy contends that
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the newer style has more potential because it ensures that the people of a place care about and for
that place, making for more active conservation as opposed to passive protection. Dollars
invested into conservation go further in poorer countries (Figure 19), further making the case for
increasing investment in the most vulnerable areas of our planet.

Figure 19, from Possingham & Gerber 2017: Predicting the effect on biodiversity if extra
national-level conservation investments had been made.

The second sphere where Tershy sees potential for great progress is on the
political/funding level. He posits that we need to figure out how to better charge people for
environmental destruction and compensate people for environmental protection. Instead of
emphasizing getting rid of plastic straws, a better solution is to tax plastics at the manufacturing
level. This will slow or stop plastic pollution well upstream of the consumer rather than
burdening them with the choice to use a paper straw in plastic cup that came in plastic bag. An
upstream tax on plastics might also create a better market for plastic recycling, as companies will
be less keen on wasting a highly taxed material. This can create green jobs that pay a living wage
for a protective environmental service. Need to cite your interviews – Name, date, etc.
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4.2. Looking Critically at the Systems in Place
More critical than eliminating single-use plastics or biking to work in the fight to
conserve our planet is taking a critical look at our political and economic systems and making
significant large-scale reforms to them? According to Dr. Tershy, eliminating extreme poverty is
the best thing we can do for conservation. A study using data from 50 developing countries
found that poverty was among the principal causes of environmental damage (Masron &
Subramaniam 2018). The authors advocate for environmental policies that are comprehensive
with the primary aim of reducing or eliminating poverty. People living in extreme poverty cannot
afford to invest in the future. They need food, clothes, and money for tomorrow, so they may
choose to cut down a tree and sell the wood, even though the tree will bear fruit in 6 months that
could feed them for weeks. The problem here is not ignorance or lack of education, it is lack of
options. Additionally, poor people are the most vulnerable to the effects of climate change and
have the least adaptive capacity (Tol et al. 2004). Poor folks oftentimes lack the economic,
social, and physical mobility that could give them a chance to escape environmentally devastated
areas. Without the option to move or invest to improve their lives, people in extreme poverty
have to make the best with what they have around them, which can often result in environmental
degradation.
How do we go about addressing global poverty? It needs to come from a combination of
solutions: the redistribution of wealth and creation of more wealth. There has been so much
wealth created recently, now is the time to redistribute (Benshalom 2013, Ivanova 2018). The
global GDP has increased 2.5-fold since 2000, but the majority of this increase in global wealth
has occurred in richer parts of the world, such as Europe and North America (Henderson 2018)
and concentrated in the hands of fewer and fewer people (Figure 20).
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Figure 20, copyright Credit Suisse 2018: Total Global Wealth 2000-2018 (USD) by Region
To address and mitigate the effects of climate change and biodiversity loss, this wealth
must be redistributed to those that need it most. Tershy advocates setting up the conditions so
that poor people can invest in their own environments. If you raise asset levels in a poor village,
people will have the resources and motivation to invest in conservation that will make them
richer in the future. This creates a positive feedback loop wherein investment into conserving
natural lands brings income to a community, so they increase investment and earn more (Pearce
2005). Any scholarship back this point up?
Looking at who damages the environment and what the source of those damages may be
provides a good idea of how to reform political and economic systems to benefit the planet. For
instance, there has been a focus on slash-and-burn agriculture in countries like Brazil, when this
practice is a small part of the problem. The larger problem is big agricultural corporations
coming into poor areas and converting primary forest to soy or palm oil plantations or cattle
grazing lands. These companies, as well as large mining companies are more real threats than
poor individuals clearing patches of forest to raise a few cows and support their families
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according to Tershy. Stopping these perpetrators of large-scale environmental destruction with
the right regulations and policies is the way forward. A combination of policies that better
redistribute wealth to poor areas and policies that do not allow the acquisition of wealth by
exploiting lands or people are keys to protecting our environment going forward (Tershy 2020).
Part of redistribution of wealth is redistributing the externalities that come with industry and
environmental work. The CEO of a large oil corporation should not be able to reap all the
positive externalities of their business (e.g. large amounts of wealth and power) while
outsourcing the negative externalities of their refineries (e.g. air and water pollution) to poor and
marginalized communities. At present, there is lots of redistribution of negatives externalities.
Most of the world deals with pollution and increases in greenhouse gas emissions and carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere. However, there is virtually no redistribution of wealth. The richest
0.7% of the world’s population owns over 45% of the world’s wealth (Figure 21), a ratio needs
to be changed if progress in saving our world is to be made. Increased taxations on wealth and
investments, through policies that have been advocated for by American politicians such as
Bernie Sanders and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, are a step in the right direction towards achieving
this goal. Ultimately, it will take a significant change to economic policies and systems by the
wealthiest, most consumption heavy nations (Pearce 2005).
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Figure 21, Copyright Credit Suisse 2015: The Global Wealth Pyramid
The scale of these problems and the inequalities that contribute to and result from them
seems so insurmountable it is almost abstract. At a large scale, the national governments
(particularly rich ones) and the world’s wealthiest 1 percent need to provide financial and
institutional support to other countries to contribute to poverty alleviation and environmental
conservation. Following the end of apartheid, the South African government attempted to allay
poverty and support wealth redistribution by promoting small and medium black businesses,
increased access to fishing rights, and the encouragement of internal transformation of
established companies. However, the extant forces of economic exclusion, disenfranchisement,
race-based social marginalization, and class exploitation resulted in the denial of peoples’ access
to and command over resources. So the moral of the story may be that more is needed than these
passive, well-intentioned policies. The RSA government should have played a more
interventionist role to ensure that transformation genuinely contributed to poverty alleviation
(Isaacs et al. 2007). In 2009, wealthy countries agreed to funnel $100 billion a year to help poor
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countries to fight climate change as a way of absolving themselves of real responsibility and
avoiding direct compensation for poor nations harmed by rich countries’ emissions (Yeo 2019).
Figure 22 shows the progress of this commitment. This agreement seemed to be close to the bare
minimum rich countries could do, and to date has not been met.

Figure 22, from Yeo 2019: Funding to fight climate change in developing countries from
developed nations.
4.3 Conclusions & What We Can Do
With it seeming unlikely that governments take up the active, interventionist role
supported by Isaacs et al. (2007), the future may seem bleak. What can non-millionaire, nonscientist, non-legislators do to support conservation efforts? For Tershy, the answer to such a
complex issue is remarkably simple. Vote and donate. Voting for and giving money to those
political candidates who will support environmental protection initiatives? is imperative. Tershy
gave the example that even if one builds a house out of plastic straws, the environmental
protections put into place by an environmentally conscious administration would more than
make up for this pollution. Obviously, no one should build a home out of plastic straws, but the
effect of supporting large scale change in addition to responsible individual action cannot be
overstated. When voting, it is not only for yourself or the residents of your country. Because the
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negative externalities of climate change are widely distributed geographically, the choice to join
or leave an international climate agreement has huge implications, local and global. Dr. Tershy
frequently speaks with people from other countries about his conservation work, many of whom
are more invested in the outcome of the United States election than people from the USA are.
The average person can also support conservation efforts particularly in poor countries.
People with the means can donate to organizations that do very impactful work in poor countries,
where Tershy sees the most need and potential for progress. Volunteering is also something that
people can do if they have skills that could be of use, such as fundraising experience, but cannot
donate or travel to these regions themselves. Most important in contributing to the conservation
of our world is to politically and economically support the people and policies that are driving
global conservation and socioeconomic equity. Especially here in the U.S., there is so much
power and global influence that comes with your dollars and vote. We cannot afford to be
complacent and uninvolved—if not for the freedoms and quality of life we enjoy, then for the
fate of our planet and all plants, animals, and humans that call it home.
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